The concept of virtual experiment platform and matlab web server, the fundamental principles and system configurations of matlab web server are briefly introduced. 
Matlab is a very good compute platform that can solve many engineering calculation problems. However, Matlab can not call the system resources easily, perpetrating of the interface functions is poor, as all kinds of new technologies emerge, users want to achieve more and more powerful, can not provide all by the kernel of Matlab, which requires Matlab to provide a number of ways to more widely used.
With the development of computer and communication technology, Internet technology has become the new standard platform for information system development, it is trained by a friendly interface, strong distribution, simple expansion and easy maintenance. But a variety of Web system development program on the numerical simulation analysis capabilities and capable of drawing the data is less and deal with them quite cumbersome.
Therefore, by Web applications we can get the result calculation of Matlab using the Internet to send data to the Matlab Web server and use Matlab powerful calculation and draw functions, a large number of stable and reliable algorithms library, Matlab Webserver is one of the Matlab with the core of network computer toolkit function, using it to establish long-range simulation applications avoid the cumbersome installation of Matlab software and the debugging process input limitations ,it can be used to remote interactive simulation convenient by Internet anytime, anywhere. To teaching, experiment and learning bring great convenience [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Based on the Matlab Webserver remote simulation system, the user sends data to the server, the server for calculation and analysis of the results (data or image) to return to the client browser shows. The basic principle of its operation as shown in Figure1.
Matlab server is a multi-threaded TCP / IP server-side service routine, can be configured in matweb.conf to any legitimate TCP / IP port. Matlab server to handle Web page by calling matweb.m implicit set of M field mlm-file files, set up ties among Web pages, Matlab and M documents.
Matlab Webserver Build a Virtual Platform Approach
Existing virtual laboratory building, applications are achieving better results, but interactivity, scalability and reusability aspects of software are shortcomings, such as the users can not customize the test and join their laboratory developed test in equipment. Expansion of laboratory capabilities; which is difficult to reuse the existing modules. Construction of new laboratories, these shortcomings in the development and use of virtual laboratories and other aspects are present.
According to TCP congestion avoidance mechanism, each acknowledgement increased the window size by 1/w(t) and each congestion indication halves the window size. Let N(t) denote the number of active TCP sessions. Since the time interval between update steps is about ( )/ ( ) R t w t , the expected change in the window size w(t) per update step is approximately [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 
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where 0 ( ) 1 p t   is the packet-dropping probability function, which is the control input used to reduce the sending rate and to maintain the bottleneck queue. The change rate of window size per round-trip time R(t) is approximately by
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Then, the expected change in the traffic rate per unit time is:
Therefore, we obtain the following model for TCP congestion control:
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In the model (4), the first equation gives the adaptation of the traffic rate under the control input p(t) and the second equation describes the change rate of the queue length on the router. It also should be noticed that the time delay effects on r(t), N(t) and p(t) have been approximated by other terms.
To solve the above problems, we use object-oriented technology and component technology, design and implement Internet / Intranet reusable component modules of open virtual laboratory system platform.
Figure 1. Matlab Webserver Works
Virtual laboratories are only required to develop and reuse meets the requirements of virtual laboratory platform testing equipment and instruments. Matlab web server works is shown as figure1.
By registering into the virtual test platform, using the existing virtual laboratory platform can set up new virtual laboratory. Test equipment and instruments are developed using Java language standard JavaBean components. Use of component technology can improve development speed, reduce development costs, increase system flexibility and lower software maintenance costs. Use this technology can rapid establishment of a large number of virtual laboratories, meet distance learning and research, drive forward distance education and scientific research development, Contra pose the shorten of virtual laboratory the current, designed and implemented based on Internet/Intranet reusable component modules of open virtual laboratory system platform. The architecture and implementation technology with the following features: on the basis of common virtual laboratory platform, to provide specific components of instruments and equipment to construct the different disciplines of the laboratories; visually customize their own experimental procedure: dynamic introduction, creating experiments [17] [18] [19] .
Device object, according to users need to download the executable file and resource files, effectively reducing the network traffic; multi-threading technology to improve efficiency in the implementation; laboratory equipments(Method and equipment, etc.) are developed by the component form, advancing development efficiency, achieving software reuse and easier to expand the laboratory capabilities; client uses Java language, having platform-independent, secure, robust and other internal features; using CORBA technology integrate Dissimilar objects and realize distributed processing etc.
Based on the platform in a virtual laboratory, we have developed to establish a powerful digital image processing virtual laboratory and provide an online tutorial, online help and other rich digital image processing information.
Matlab Webserver receive the data from the client sending by creating a Matlab application (M file), the file take charge of interpreting that the client sends the request through the HTML page, and convert the request to run Matlab required parameters, Then start a Matlab process and find Matlab program path by matweb.conf file and deliver specified Matlab application and its parameters from the process to calculate. After calculation, Matlab applications will also be responsible for output the results in the HTML Web page way through the Matlab to the client browser.
The parts of the dashed box are the general web server technology. Web server associates with Matlab services through the CGI extensions, at the same time, Matlab kernel services associates with the Matlab program. We can use the Matlab anywhere through Using the web server,. Of course, now we can only use the code which we have been written in the web sites, if the distance perpetrate to write new procedures.
Then we need to build a ftp server to update the websites code real-time. If want to achieve a number of users, you can use http upload form but the Web sites programming need more complex.
"Matlab Web Server allows engineers Matlab / Simulink applications to release by the Interne through use of the standard HTML documents and forms. HTML document through mouse click to access the Matlab application is as the Matlab application user interface. By this means, the users use the application need not to learn to use the Matlab, and the Matlab does not run on the client. Htmlrep () function is out of a variable data, to replace the results showed that the interface to Sprintf () name before the image in the process of matlab the only picture. in addition, "inputset structure types of structure" is a variable that contains mat web gateway program from the clients and work and relative "s". Graph filename structure a variable that contains matlab and the plans and needs through mat web to the client output file name images.
The development platform of communication principle of virtual the simulation system is mainly used for the network to communicate with the principle of emulation. in this system, the user (students can be virtual) experiments there is a communication and the digital communication two parts. this article by the digital communication in pulse code modulation, for example, the principle of virtual reality experiment corresponded to the platform.. Pulse code modulation, encoding is a signal for a sample each of them, and then to quantify the value of the code.
The pulse code modulation, simulations, and html forms of input file untitled frame -3. html, matlab application m file pcm. m, output html templates untitled frame -4. html files of three parts. Enter the html page to the individual parameter, click submit, the output of html pages an output figure 2 .
First of all, the windows starts in xp bring component iis5 7.0 computer for the web server configured; set up a virtual directory cgi2 bin and icons, and put them together to the directory web server matlab toolbox wsdemos web servers.
The installer matlab web servers in the directory are to create a matlab server. conf files. First opened, the file is only one line "-m 1", this parameter indicates allowed to run the process of comprehensive, on the need to change the number. Calls, matlab web server to the prior to the application of information on the table and conf file matlab server configured, the pages of m all the document. Each list in a web application matlab and the need for matlab server conf increase in a configuration is: Filename z -called matlab the file name -matlab server a figurine of the server name or ip addresses, stand-alone test can be configured to composing. 0 0. 1. figurine -mldir a set of matlab path, is also read and write files directory -that will make use of force must restart your server.
The pulse code modulation, a simulation: the signal in pulse code modulation, a method to two different level to measure, the same axes on the painting was the signal and quantifying a signal for compare the two cases of sqnr. The following steps design:
(1) input file : to a web service request matlab of html scx Microsoft FoxPro.
(2) the application server software configuration. (3) matlab web servers to create applications m file: used to receive and handle input file input data. (4) create an output file : for an html document used for displaying m of the results and corresponding figure the result. Teaching aims of the experiment is based on the development of java virtual the system could do nothing to do the same time operating system, much can be no development and achieved more easily, but the platform to run in the browser. Although java technology is now support the creation of a three-dimensional scene, but use java3d create a virtual scene is not easy, and vrml in its development cycle is long, so adult. Vrml technique using matlab the development of the virtual the system of matlab is powerful, in the experimental data processing and analysis showed a very strong.
Present matlab network based on the system is mainly used to build mat lab web server components, the server accept client sending the request, analysis and deal with the experiment parameter, the impersonation finally returns the result that the client. The whole system of instruments of specific hardware device, web browser client's no need to install the operation of the large software, but in the end user doesn't go directly to see the dynamic process and the experimental results.
4.Architecture of Software Resource Sharing Platform
System is based on Citrix XenApp. It through Citrix XenApp Web Interface SDK achieves the function of Software Resource Sharing. and added the function of soft management, user management, user permission of using soft management , fetch certificate of soft access for the user of owe permission, generate ICA file of access soft, make user can using corresponding soft. Through this way, the software resource sharing can be achieved over enterprise and area and it will not affect the running of the enterprise internal.
Software resource sharing platform is based on Citrix XenApp. Through re-development the Web interface SDK, embed it to website of this platform for realizing freeing and opening software sharing. This platform provides two kinds of services: software publishing and software using, all other services are assistants of the two services. Platform is running as ASP model. It provides software supply agent service for software provider and provides software online using service for software user. Architecture of this platform as figure. 3, it can divided to platform layer, software management layer, the detailed explain as follow: Platform interface layer (web interface layer) is user interface of the platform which provides access through web browses. All user such as order, using, publish software will be made in this layer.
User, soft management layer: management all registered user of this platform and all software which be shared in this platform. Which include relevant information and running status of software, and user permission, using status of user to software, and the way of using, buying a software.
Application software server layer (XenApp server layer) provides running, management, maintenance of Application software. This layer is management by provider of software resource themselves in general, that can make enterprise of software owner can't limited by platform and others. If some software owner has not enough technology to manage it, technician of software sharing platform can provide technology support.
Software resource sharing platform is running as opening model. The enterprise which owe software resource can publish software to this platform, enterprise. or person user can get the software using service provide by the platform. And it can charge by count or time of user using software. The distributed software resource sharing system mainly can be divided to follow function: user register and login management, software publish, software information alter, software delete, software user permission management, software browse and search, software trial, software order, software using, software charging, system help etc.. For control, some functions are realized by lonely module, some functions are realized in other module.
Because of the system platform should provide special servers for every user, user must login before using the services of platform providing. If you not register, it should register before. After user login, system will allocate different permission for different user, and base on permission provide different service for different user. Using flow of this resource sharing platform is shown in figure 3 .
MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a numerical computing environment and fourth-generation programming language. Developed by Math Works, MATLAB allows matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, Java, and Fortran.
Although MATLAB is intended primarily for numerical computing, an optional toolbox uses the MuPAD symbolic engine, allowing access to symbolic computing capabilities. An additional package, Simulink, adds graphical multi-domain simulation and Model-Based Design for dynamic and embedded systems.
Based on the Web technology, rewrite the relevant industry software, take Web page as the user's interface, make the application software directly web field can best to realizes the software sharing, the amount of mission at that time is large, and limited to the computing capacity of the Web client and the related speed of networking protocol and its stability, so the control is very difficult, technology is also very difficult to realize and its broad application is also has a lot of limit.
In the university internal, the university distribution cause university resources, strengthening of the decentralization of various resources sharing demand, especially for the resources sharing of software requirements, through all kinds of application software, various Web software can build a better university platform, makes the university internal better cooperation, more efficient completion of the production tasks.
Distributed way can make us better use various software in any place, and it can make reasonable and effective use of all kinds of software of every university. The so-called distributed way means that index and program can not be in a server, even not in same place, but anywhere can be scattered that scattered distribution on the network of geographic information data and under influenced database operation be a research object of theoretical calculation model. Distributed way do favor of distribute and optimize in enter computer system, and it can overcome the shortage that traditional centralized system can lead to strained resources and a response bottleneck on center host, is a big improvement of software resources unified management.
Deployment of System Development Operation Environment
This system based on Windows 7 flat, use VMware virtual machine to simulate various kinds of distributed server platform of Windows Server 2003, etc., and use Microsoft's terminal technology to set up Citrix XenApp application software server to realize. Table. 2 is development environment list.
First of all, newly built a virtual machine in VMwarer, choose Microsoft Windows for customer operating system; use the default way to configure.
And then in the virtual machine install Windows 2003 server edition, playing, and install the dot sp2
Framework asp.net 3.5 S and KB961118 and KB956572 patch. In the installation of KB961118 prior to installation DotNet3.5 first. After installation, the system upgrading to the latest security stable state. Next, install required components of deploying XenApp, including terminal services (XenApp operation needs), IIS server, ASP.NET (Web Interface needs). Click into the start menu, control panel, add or remove programs, add or remove Windows components. Select application program server, terminal server and terminal server authorization and click on the corresponding detail information button of the application program server, choose Asp.net, then choose the next step according to the default configuration. Get the file ready, then install, in order to dispose conveniently, this system did not use the field environment in building process. If it is in the field environment to install software, as to the reasons of user's rights etc., it shouldn't deploy Citrix application server in the domain controller, or it is hard to deploy successfully, and easy lead to problems even if it succeed. Besides, because of the software installation is easy to make a mistake, and it hardly can be installed successfully after it installed wrongly, so, before installing, we can backup the following system to preserve the allocation before installation, in order to reload after wrong installation.
At the first case, we show the performance comparison between different AQM schemes. We set N=100 and use FTP on all TCP sources to yield heavy data flow. The queue lengths of bottleneck link for four AQM are depicted in Figuer4. It is shown that PI AQM has better performance than RED and REM on queue length, however, its transient response is sluggish. It's apparent that the F_AQM works well and keeps the queue size around at the desired value even for heavy TCP flow. Indeed, the merits include the lower packet loss, higher link utilization and stable queue length.
Mount XenApp 5 for Windows Server 2008 CD image, operate autorun.exe, and choose Install XenApp.
Conclusion
By means of virtual laboratory platform design and implementation, in view of virtual laboratory exists shortcomings on the Internet, designing and implement of common virtual laboratory platform base on Internet. The study includes the simple user interface system, the interactivity; the virtual laboratory features scalability; the software reuse function; the physical devices to virtual and the simulation, etc. 
